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Science Fiction Forum Omnipaedia Page:

u
This is the page for all Forum esoterica starting \lith the letter U.

UberMark
some Mark guy, ya'know?

Uber * of Doom
ass Lisa

uh ..• uh •.. breadll
Originally uttered on SNI.by Frankenstein, and proliferated in the 4M by Jim, BRI(tm), and Linnoln. Thatnks to their
amazing preaching, it has been spottell by Bri(tm) in the most unliekly of places such as Dark Tower BBS (frequented at one
time by BRI(tm), his brother, Jim, &: Squirrel).

unn06cal SF4MD6 events &: traditions
many

useful people
many. creative term coined by JC.
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v Page: 1

v
This is the page for all Forum esoteric a starting with the letter V.

Valentine's Day Singles Dinner
A great event except when mingled with Hand and turned into a not-so-singles event.

vampires in Port Jeff, the
ask Usa or Katie

vegan
Someone who eats nothing even remotely associated with Animalia. According to rumor, onl}' carnivores taste bad, so
cannabilism of vegans would actually be appetizing!

vegetarian
Someone who does not eat animal flesh, but may eat animal by-products and excretions.

vegetarians: It's what's for Dinner
ask Brif

video cabinet, the
locked

Vlad the Impaler
sucks. literally. resembles Bri [what is the html code for tmf]

VRUlT
health in a bottle
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W Page: 1

w
This is the page for all Forum esoterica starting with the letter W.

War of?, the Fonam
HIVEvs. NUIs. Innocent Macintosh blood splattered everywherel Somehow this needs a Bab 5 style intro.

weekly SF4Mevents &: traditions
weekly

Wendigo
One of Jim's (and Turtle's?) nicknames for Wendy.

Wendy Rainbow Dann
see Dann, Wendy

what is the Science Fiction Forum?
well duh

where is the Science Fiction Forum?
020 basement Harrima HaU.

Wrynn, Brian Thomas Jr.
Suspected descendant of Vlad the Impaler (or Prince Vlad himselfl). Bio recieved; to be typed in (sorry Bri).
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x Page: 1

x
This is the page for all Forum esoteric:a starting with the letter X.

x
X-Files
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SF4M Omnipaedia Y Page: 1

y
This is the page for all Forum esoteric:a starting with the letter Y.

Yang, Professor
see torture
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Z Page:

z

This is the page for aU Forum esoterica starting with the letter Z.

Z is for
see F is for Forumite
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Science Fiction Forum Omnipaedia Page:

123
This is the page for all Forum esoterica starting with numbers.

1, Forumites count!
Comon roll call A phraseology.

1 True Path
Into the woods and to the hospital.

Turtle with the assistance of A.akin,stole the j from math. It is hanging in the 4M but you must get permission before
using it. If your SS# has lots of threes, expect to be paying out of your nose.

SUNYSB TV,with the help of Gerry.

4

Not FOR (as in Single Female FORMale) but FORas in Science Fiction FORum.

4M
Forum (,Science Fiction).

4Mite
Forumite

5'1"

Common 4Mite female height, including that of NUJen.

7-11

The most, or one of the most, important places to get munchies. And many unexpected meetings occur there. For instance,
when I went yesterday I happened to separately meet Connie and Dave Rapp. WeirdI
-JC

9
see Gergis, Joe (it's communicable)

Suggested by Wendy. Unsure of its signifigance

16
will get you 20, or Lisa's sister

20

what 16 will get you

42

The answer the life, the universe, and everything. One cannot know the answer and the question at the same time without
out either creating a new universe with new answer and question, go insane, or both. Turtle knows both the answer and the
question.

69
Dudel
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Science Fiction Forum Omnipaedia Page:

!#$%*
This is the page for all Forum esoterica starting with various non alphanumeric symbols.

a: [ampersand]
stands for "and"

* [asterisk]
in the sense of DOS or UNIX

* [asterisk] of Allah
various

$95 [dollarsign][nine][five]
Ask Usa. Forgot what this means .

..4M [psi][phi][four][em]
see psi phi four em
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